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Officials address racial climate on campus after national outcry
JEANINE MARIE
NEWS EDITOR

Ofﬁcials at GW pledged their
support for minority students on
Friday, after a weeklong conversation about racial inclusion took
place on college campuses across
the country.
The University’s top two leaders made statements about student
unrest at the University of Missouri,
where protests have led to the resignations of its system president and
chancellor. Both messages, which
came from Provost Steven Lerman
and University President Steven
Knapp, signaled that GW is committed to racial inclusion and encouraged administrators, students
and faculty to continue conversations on the topic.
Knapp released a statement late
on Friday, which mirrored statements from other college presidents
about the University of Missouri
protests and anonymous online
threats made against black students
there and at other institutions. He
said all ofﬁcials have a responsibility to make every student feel included.
“Such events remind us of our
collective responsibility to ensure
that all George Washington students feel genuinely welcome and
are fully supported as they strive to
achieve their aspirations,” Knapp
said.
Knapp’s statement fell in line
with others, but was rare for a leader who has often preferred to stay
out of the limelight. His remarks
included a personal anecdote about
his ﬁrst Commencement as president in 2008, when he gave an honorary degree to civil rights leader
Julian Bond. Knapp said democracy
can only succeed if higher education is “open to members of all the
communities that make up the fabric of our nation.”
“Institutions of higher education can only achieve excellence if

they embrace the talents, experience
and contributions of students from
all backgrounds,” Knapp said.
Roughly 15 percent of undergraduates at GW are minority students, according to its Ofﬁce of Institutional Research and Planning.
University ofﬁcials have taken steps
to make GW more accessible to minority applicants, including adopting a test-optional admissions policy and partnering with non-proﬁt
organizations that provide scholarships to low-income and multicultural students.

If you don’t
feel safe at
your own
school, where
can you go?

– President of the Black
Student Union Leslie
Ogu

classroom.
“If you become aware of students that experience some form of
discrimination or something that
creates a climate that doesn’t make
them feel welcome, say something
and do something,” Lerman said.
Approximately 9 percent of faculty at GW are black or Hispanic, a
number that has largely remained
the same over the last several years.
History department chair Katrin
Schultheiss said in an email that the
department “has not yet had the opportunity to discuss the important
issues raised by the events at the
University of Missouri,” though she
said professors likely had discussed
them in class.
“One issue that the department
is well aware of – but which recent
events have made even more urgent – is the importance of a more
diverse faculty, not just in history, of
course, but throughout the University,” she said.
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Impact on D.C. students

During Friday’s Faculty Senate
meeting, Lerman said the University has an obligation to start dialogues and address the issues minority students face.
He said GW should continue its
“collective” effort to being a welcoming institution, citing efforts
like hiring the University’s ﬁrst administrator to oversee hiring and retaining more minority faculty.
“This is an area every university
needs to worry about. It needs to be
a place where every student, staff
and faculty member feels included.
It takes a village to encourage a
climate in which everyone has the
same opportunities,” Lerman said.
Lerman asked all faculty to
keep minority students’ experience
in mind in their work and to continue dialogues in and outside of the

The racial tensions that spiked
in Missouri over the last week have
spread to other schools across the
country and in D.C. A racial threat
on Yik Yak directed at Howard University students led to increased
security measures on and around
campus, a statement from University President Wayne Frederick said.
At Georgetown University, ofﬁcials announced they would rename two residence halls, Mulledy
Hall and McSherry Hall, which
were named for a former university
president who authorized the sale
of 272 slaves to pay off institutional
debt, and his lawyer during the sale
who was also a former university
president, respectively, The Hoya
reported. Students staged a sit-in on
Friday and the administration tentatively renamed the halls Freedom
Hall and Remembrance Hall.
See STUDENTS Page 6
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Students gathered in Kogan Plaza on Friday to support each other and
hold a moment of silence after protests at the University of Missouri.

GW may sell
HOVA under
financial
pressure
ROBIN EBERHARDT & JEANINE MARIE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITORS
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Sophomore Oliver Curry took a chance by choosing to go to GW, a school where he wasn’t recruited, and competing for a spot on the team as a walk-on. He’s played a significant role in each of his two years on the team.

Curry makes impact as a men’s soccer walk-on
JONATHAN GREENSPOON
HATCHET REPORTER

Though it came to an untimely
end Thursday afternoon in the ﬁrst
round of the Atlantic 10 Championship, men’s soccer surprised the
league this season, winning the
league’s regular season title after
being picked 10th during the preseason.
Sophomore Oliver Curry collected six points on two goals and
two assists throughout the season
– not the ﬁrst time he’s overcome
long odds. The Santa Monica, Calif.
native wasn’t recruited by GW during high school – he wasn’t recruited
by any Division I programs – but
he was determined to make it at a
higher level.
“It was deﬁnitely a really tough
moment for me, having gotten into
a great university but not knowing if
I was going to continue playing the
game that I love. So now that I have
had success, it’s become a really fun

story to tell,” Curry said. “Just kind
of one of those inspirational ones
that you tell your friends or you tell
little kids to keep working hard.”
Curry was a standout player at
the Windward School, but not playing on an academy team coupled
with the depth of athletic talent in
Southern California, meant he only
received several Division III offers.
Curry didn’t think he was a
Division III player. He talked to his
parents, convincing them that he
could go it alone. He applied to GW,
which he loved for its international
affairs program, and got in.
A former player found out that
he was headed to Foggy Bottom,
and called head coach Craig Jones to
tell him that Curry might be someone to take a look at. Jones invited
him to the team’s identiﬁcation
camp over the summer.
“He came into the camp and
we were instantly like, ‘Wow, this
kid. We’ve got to offer him a spot,’”
Jones said.

Curry had found a place with
the team, but had to catch up with
the rest of the players who had beneﬁted from the program’s built-in
infrastructure like summer workout
plans. The preseason was physically
grueling, but when the regular season opener came around, Curry had
surprised his coaches, parents and
himself by securing a starting spot.
He went on, in his freshman
campaign, to lead the team in assists
and play in all 17 games, starting six.
Curry said that, even for him, it
happened faster than he expected.
But carving out a role for himself
was even more rewarding given the
chance he’d taken in trying out for
the team.
“It was a very big judgment call,
I would say, where I had to decide
whether I wanted to, I guess, settle
for Division III and maybe play a
little bit more or try and test myself
by going the route of trying to walk

Years after ofﬁcials promised graduate students
and faculty a revamped, state-of-the-art residence hall,
the location may be heading to the real estate market.
The Hall on Virginia Avenue was set to undergo a
$35 million facelift that would have transformed it into
a more modern space to attract top graduate students
and faculty, before ofﬁcials announced they may sell it
last week. But two years after the space was promised
as a concession to a part of the student body that has
felt ignored in the past, students and faculty say the
decision could mean GW is prioritizing ﬁnances over
giving graduate students the place to live on campus.
GW purchased HOVA, which was previously
the Howard Johnson hotel, for $25 million in 1999, or
about $35 million today adjusted for inﬂation. And
after graduate enrollment numbers fell below projections last year, ofﬁcials made 5 percent cuts to administrative divisions across the University. Forty-six employees were laid off, and several academic programs
have been trimmed.
Senior Associate Vice President for Operations
Alicia Knight said in an email that the building has
undergone some interior work, but the University has
halted demolition until the broker lays out ﬁnancial
options for selling the building. She declined to say
how much was spent on renovations so far.
She said GW hopes to have a broker selected by
the end of the calendar year and have the building
listed by the beginning of 2016.
“Since HOVA closed for renovation, we have received interest from potential buyers and University
leadership believed it was prudent to fully consider all
available options,” Knight said.
Dean of Student Affairs Peter Konwerski and Director of GW Housing Programs Seth Weinshel declined to comment.

Solving a ‘serious bind’
Economics professor Donald Parsons said ofﬁcials may have felt that cutting off a project still in
its early stages would be a “less painful” option than
making cuts to existing programs. Ofﬁcials slashed
the music department by 40 percent last fall and cut

See CURRY Page 8

From Bid Day to Commencement, buy photos here:
www.hatchetphotos.com

See HOVA Page 6
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CRIME LOG
DRUG AND LIQUOR LAW VIOLATION
Thurston Hall
11/03/15 - 10:35 p.m.
Case closed

University Police Department ofﬁcers responded
to a report of a suspicious odor in a residence
hall. An administrative search on the suspected
room yielded approximately 14 grams of
marijuana, various drug paraphernalia and
alcoholic beverages.
Referred for disciplinary action

DRUG AND WEAPONS LAW VIOLATION
700 Block of 22nd Street
11/4/15 - 5:45 p.m.
Case closed

UPD ofﬁcers observed a male student
attempting to roll a joint on campus. When
questioned, the student admitted to having
marijuana and a set of brass knuckles on his
person. 5.4 grams of marijuana and the brass
knuckles were subsequently conﬁscated.
Referred for disciplinary action

ASSAULT

2100 Block of F Street
11/6/15 - 3:25 a.m.
Case closed

UPD ofﬁcers responded to a report of an
ongoing ﬁght between two male students. The
ﬁght ended before the UPD ofﬁcers arrived.
Referred for disciplinary action

BURGLARY

Graduate School of Education and Human Development
11/8/15 - Unknown time
Case closed

A staff member reported that her laptop was
stolen from her locked ofﬁce. UPD ofﬁcers saw
pry marks on the door to her ofﬁce.
No suspects or witnesses

KIDNAPPING AND SEXUAL ABUSE

Private Property Within Campus Boundaries
11/6/15 - Night
Open case

A student reported that she was detained and
sexually assaulted by another student.
Ongoing investigation
—Compiled by Sam Eppler
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Senior Arissa Morrell, center, plays a game of cornhole in the Lerner Health and Wellness Center during the men’s basketball home
opener tailgate on Friday.
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IN BRIEF
Phi Kappa Psi under
investigation

DAN RICH | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs Dianne Martin announced a new expert database and search tool during
Friday’s Faculty Senate meeting, which officials hope will help faculty connect with each other and make it
easier for reporters to find expert sources.

New database will make faculty
experts easier to find
SERA ROYAL
HATCHET REPORTER

GW faculty experts will soon
be accessible with the click of a
button.
Expert Finder, a new program
that will bring multiple schools’
faculty databases into one simple
searchable website, was introduced to the Faculty Senate on
Friday. Before, faculty said it was
difficult for them to find other
researchers in the University, and
officials say they hope it will increase GW’s media presence and
make it easier for faculty to connect.
The program will roll out over
the next few months, first for use
inside the University, and then as
a database for people outside GW
to find experts on specific topics,
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs
Dianne Martin said during Friday’s Faculty Senate meeting.
“It’s the way to highlight expertise to the outside world, locate
each other internally and improve
the research infrastructure in a
strategic plan,” she said.
The University-wide strategic
plan calls for increasing shared
research between departments

throughout GW and incorporating faculty research with other
universities, which Martin said
will be made easier with the “public-facing repository.”
The expert finder will first be
introduced to the deans of GW’s
schools, followed by the rest of
the faculty, and will only be used
within GW until mid-January.
Faculty will then be able to modify
their profiles to highlight the work
and areas of expertise they want to
be made public.
After mid-January, the website
will go public, meaning that nonGW faculty and media will be
able to search for GW faculty with
expertise in certain fields, Martin
said.
The expert finder was proposed and created by the faculty information system advisory
committee, which includes faculty
members and administrators, and
they consulted with members of
GW’s communications department on how to best create the
system.
“This is great example of the
administration working with a
faculty committee to really make
something that started out as a
rough tool. I think it’s going to be

a really useful thing for faculty as
a whole and for people to find us,”
Provost Steven Lerman said at Friday’s meeting.
The updated database, which
Martin displayed during the meeting, will be easier to use than past
websites on individual schools’
sites. Faculty last year complained
that a research aggregation site
was difficult to use and made it
harder for them to find other faculty working on similar topics.
Martin said faculty members
and the University media relations
office often receive requests from
media to speak to GW experts,
and the updated database will
make that processes smoother.
“We do get a lot of requests,”
Martin said. “We hope this will
generate even more requests of
people wanting to find GW experts.”
Martin added that faculty
will be able to incorporate their
research with faculty members’
in other schools if they can easily
find what colleagues are studying.
“I think faculty are often looking for someone who knows
something about something, and
this is a good way for them to find
that person,” she said.

The University is investigating Phi Kappa Psi, the national organization confirmed Friday.
Blake Yeaman, the interim executive director of the fraternity’s
national organization said the organization is aware of an ongoing
investigation and that it would continue to work with the University.
“I know there’s something going on with the University. GW
hasn’t told us what the investigation is about. What happens is,
when GW tells us what’s going on, we do the things we need to do
to cooperate with the University,” he said.
University spokesperson Kurtis Hiatt said GW does not comment on ongoing investigations and declined to provide details.
“Any charges against a student organization that result in a
finding of misconduct and sanctions are reported online at the conclusion of the process,” he said.
Phi Kappa Psi President Brandon Kumar declined to comment.
Cocaine residue, a stun gun, marijuana, drug paraphernalia and
alcohol were found after an administrative search of the fraternity’s
23rd Street townhouse unit last month.
GW also investigated Phi Kappa Psi in April. The fraternity is
cited for sexual misconduct, disorderly conduct, hazing, underage
drinking, dishonesty and hosting an unregistered social event with
alcohol, according to GW’s official sanction list. The chapter faces
deferred revocation of chapter status until April 2017.
Yeaman said after the investigation is complete, the national
organization will work with GW to reduce risks within the group.
“Sometimes it’s an issue with an individual. Sometimes it’s cultural or an issue in the house. Our goal is to get rid of people who are
violating rules and educate the rest,” Yeaman said.

—JEANINE MARIE

Student affairs advisory
council focuses on
counseling, career services

Kappa Alpha plans fundraisers to
honor late member
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Dean of Student Affairs Peter Konwerski is part of the Division of
Student Affairs advisory council, a group of parents, alumni and
community members who will provide feedback on student life.
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As a trying fall
semester for Kappa
Alpha winds down,
the chapter will spend
this week honoring a
member who died in
August.
During the fraternity’s
philanthropy
week, members will
fundraise in memory
of junior Nicholas Upton, a former member
of the fraternity who
drowned while studying abroad in South
Africa this August.
Kappa Alpha usually raises money for
muscular dystrophy
patients, but leaders in the fraternity
said they changed the
week’s focus to reflect
the impact Upton had
on the group.
The chapter has
been selling apparel at Foggy Bottom
Grocery on F Street
so students can use
money stored on their
GWorld money to pay
for the gear. Kappa
Alpha will also host
two hour-long “charity rides” at SoulCycle
and FlyWheel this
week, as well as two
penny wars in Kogan
Plaza and a fundraiser at Sweetgreen on
Monday night.
Chapter president
Omar Ali said the
chapter wants to dedicate a tree and a bench
on campus to Upton,
and said any extra
funds raised would go
to a local water safety
awareness
foundation. It would cost
about $2,500 to add a
plaque to a bench on
campus and $5,000 to
plant a tree, Ali said.
Ali met Upton on
their second day of
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Members of Kappa Alpha will put the money raised during their four-day philanthropy to place a tree and a bench on campus in honor of junior Nicholas
Upton, a fraternity member who drowned while studying abroad in South Africa.

freshman year in an
architecture
class,
and the pair lived
on the same floor in
Thurston Hall. Ali
said he hoped the
tree and bench would
be placed near two
locations he called
Upton’s “homes” on
campus: the Smith
Center and the Kappa
Alpha house.
“If you didn’t find
him in one or the
other, then I seriously
don’t know where
he’d be – maybe going
for a walk or checking
out museums of architecture,” Ali said. “I
want it close enough
to both places where
people can be like,
‘Wow, this guy,’ where
he can be seen. I don’t
want that memory to
ever fade. That’s my
biggest fear – is people don’t realize how
impactful Nick was.”
Upton’s body was
recovered near New
London, South Africa on Sept. 4, five

days after he was last
seen swimming with
friends in the East
Cape province.
Upton was an international affairs major and a member of
the rowing team.
Ali said Upton
had one of the highest
GPAs in their fraternity, he said he hopes
that with a memorial, students – “not
just my brothers but
people at GW” – will
aspire to be like him.
“I mean he couldn’t
catch a ball for the life
of him, but you know,
there’s this picture of
him on a boat and just
like arms flexing and
everything and dude
looks yolked,” he
said. “He’s a Jack of
all trades, but beyond
that, when we went
to his funeral, people
were talking about his
outstanding character.
Like he always stood
up for the right thing,
like a beacon of light,
like a lighthouse in

the darkness.”
Aaron Goodtree, a
junior and the chapter’s
philanthropy
chair, said students
outside of Greek life
have bought apparel
through the fraternity over the last few
weeks, which doesn’t
normally
happen
during the general
G re e k - l i f e - o r i e n t e d
fundraising. Goodtree
is a former Hatchet reporter.
He said other organizations Upton was
involved in, like the
rowing team, were
“very excited” to play
Kappa Alpha in a
dodgeball tournament
alongside
sororities
on Sunday.
“Nick’s loss was
felt across campus.
You saw how many
people were at the
vigil and I can’t imagine that all those people knew Nick personally,” Goodtree said.
“It was such an outpouring of support.”

LILLIANNA BYINGTON
There’s a new way for the student perspective to be involved in
University decisions.
The Division of Student Affairs
advisory council held their first
in-person meeting last month, the
University said last week. Members of the group focused their
conversation on aspects of student
life including health, counseling
and career services, and plan to
prioritize feedback on DSA plans
over the coming months.
The council was announced
earlier this year as a way to provide external thoughts on GW’s
student life programs and suggest
new ways to work with faculty
and officials to devote time to student services.
There are currently 18 alumni,
parents and community leaders
serving on the council. Dean of
Student Affairs Peter Konwerski
said in an email that the council
continues to recruit alumni, parents and friends to serve.
Konwerski said that the council launched with an initial conference in last April and an oncampus meeting in October. The
meeting focused on educating the
council members about how they
can support students and discussing the work of student affairs officials at GW.
Alumnus Ari Massefski said he
was invited to attend the inaugural
meeting by Konwerski to provide
a perspective on student life at
GW. Massefski, who graduated in
the spring, previously served as
Residence Hall Association president and chief of staff for former
Student Association president Julia Susuni.
“My voice is one, but I would
hope that in the future this council
is able to further the inclusion of
student voices in effecting change
at GW, which was something I
was passionate about while I was
at GW,” Massefski said.
Massefski said the meeting
broadly covered student life and
said he believes the council is a
formal way for the student voice to
be included in University decisionmaking.

“This is a good way to make
sure that student feedback is being
taken into consideration when GW
is deciding what to spend money
on, what to prioritize and how to
prioritize it,” Massefski said.
Each member of the new
council is required to make financial contributions in support
of student affairs because every
member is also a member of the
Luther Rice Society, which includes donors that give annual
leadership gifts.
Josh Lasky, a council member
and a double alumnus who earned
his master’s degree in 2009, said
the goal of the group is to make
sure that GW is doing everything
possible to support students and
provide a healthy, safe and productive environment for them. He
said members of the group are still
figuring out a specific agenda for
the council and the first meeting
was just an introduction.
“We are all still figuring out
what the best possible use of the
members of the advisory council
is going to be and, like I said, this
first meeting was just an introductory one,” Lasky said. “I am looking forward to doing what I can
and providing the best possible
student experience for those attending GW.”
Lasky said the council will
be used as a “sounding board”
to provide feedback on the plans
proposed by Konwerski and other
leaders in the students affairs office. The council will be honest and
forthright, asking potentially uncomfortable questions and making
data-driven decisions in the best
interest of students, he said.
This is GW’s 19th advisory
council: The other councils advise
officials in areas like athletics and
research. Lasky said this is the University’s first council to support
student affairs.
“There has never been an advisory council to support the Division of Student Affairs,” Lasky
said. “That is actually perplexing
to me because it provides some of
those oversights and accountability functions that advisory councils
can provide.”
—Caroline Haskins and Lila
Weatherly contributed reporting.
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Proposed class for resident
advisers points to broader issues
Recently, GW heard from a
group of students on campus that
doesn’t normally make much noise:
resident advisers.
After proposing a class for RAs
last month, the Center for Student
Engagement received enough pushback to delay the plan. Now, the
class isn’t expected to come to fruition until the spring of 2017, giving
both students and officials time to
decide how to make a class for RAs
valuable.
GW’s sudden impulse to change
RAs’ responsibilities leaves us wondering whether RAs are being adequately compensated and valued
for the amount of work on their
plates. Already, they’re required to
attend weekly meetings, host programming for their residents and act
as an on-call resource for students
on their floor. RAs are the first line
of defense – the first ones students
turn to when they have a problem.
And since the University has shifted
its focus to mental health and sexual
assault prevention in recent years,
an RA’s job has become increasingly
important.
Associate Dean of Students Tim
Miller, who oversees RAs, said that
RAs take part in two orientations in
the spring after they’re hired, two
weeks of training in August, four
residential forums, three all-staff
forums and two days of training in
January.
That’s a lot of training on top of
RAs’ weekly obligations. If the CSE
wants to add yet another responsibility to every RA’s checklist, officials need to reevaluate how much
work these students do – and how
that compares to the benefits they
receive in return. Sure, they’re given free housing and a stipend, but
how much an RA makes should be
dependent on what residence hall
they’re assigned.
Contractually, RAs’ responsibilities are likely standardized across
the board. But the day-to-day tasks
and challenges each RA faces are
extremely different. Those working in Thurston Hall, for example,
deal with rowdy freshmen who are
away from home for the first time
and may have to lean more heavily on their RAs for support. RAs in
upperclassmen residence halls like
Shenkman or South halls oversee
experienced students who are likely
more stable and less of a handful
than freshmen.
University spokesman Kurtis Hiatt did not return request for
comment on how the pay scale for
RAs is currently set up. But because
of their larger workload, it would
make sense if RAs who work with
freshmen and sophomores were

paid more than those who work
with juniors or seniors.
Miller said that RAs work an
average of 20 hours per week, and
how that “time is used varies per
community, time of year and RA.”
While 20 hours may be “the
average,” it’s a deceptive number.
Since an RA is responsible for the
students on his or her floor, he or
she has to be almost constantly
available to help them – especially
if those students are freshmen. That
20 hours doesn’t account for unexpected situations on top of daily
duties. Giving an average also hides
the fact that some RAs may spend
much less time with their residents.
A new type of training, like a
formal class, may very well be necessary to make sure that RAs are
equipped to do their job, especially
since they’re interacting directly
with students who need their help.
But it seems like GW proposed the
class without warning and without
asking RAs for their input, which
was a bad way to begin the conversation.
Given the importance of an
RA’s job, changes to the position’s
requirements shouldn’t be made
haphazardly. It’s strange that GW
would propose this class without
being able to disclose any details
about what material it would cover, or how the credits
of the class
would

With changes in the political and economic environments
that make extracting oil from oil sands favorable, the
Keystone pipeline debate could certainly surface again.

fit within the average student’s
credit maximum. The University
needs to recognize that while RAs
are employees, they’re also students. And that should come first.
Because there aren’t any details
about the course, it’s difficult to say
whether it would be useful. But for
now, it seems that since RAs’ daily
tasks vary so much, it doesn’t make
sense to place them all in a standardized class, either – especially if that
class were to focus on training.
In a hall like Thurston, RAs
probably need more hands on training on how to break up parties, deal
with homesickness and coordinate
with the University Police Department. Because no two RA experiences are the same, there’s no way
to standardize a class for an everchanging position.
The University needs to recognize that every RA has a different
job with different needs. It’s good
that officials realized their error in
suddenly adding a mandatory class
to the RA job description, but the
CSE needs to get a better grasp on
how much RAs do before it moves
ahead any further.
It’s time for GW to seriously reconsider how much it really knows
about the daily life of an RA, along
with how hard it’s willing to push
some of its hardest-working students.

Cartoon by Daniel Kim

Integrate graduate
students into the
undergrad community

W

e’ve all heard of “the
GW community.” As
my time at GW nears
its end, I’ve been reflecting on
that term, and I’ve had trouble
pinning down exactly what it
means.
Almost everyone on campus promotes the concept of a
campus community, from University officials to members of
the Student Association. But
one common thread in conversations about the GW community is its undergraduate focus
– which means the narrative
about our community may not
be as inclusive as we think.
Graduate students’ campus
experience is very distinct from
the undergraduate experience.
While they may frequent Gelman Library – and by extension, Gelbucks – just as often as
we do, they simply have fewer
opportunities to explore and integrate themselves into student
life around campus. GW should
rectify this by organizing informal campus events catered to
graduate and undergraduate
students to benefit both groups.
Graduate students’ disconnect could be because they may
be older, have families, work
full time or live off campus.
Most graduate students, outside
of the relatively responsibilityfree undergraduate bubble, will
commute to campus mainly for
classes or meetings with professors instead of for a student organization.
And while undergraduate
education uses a wide breadth
of courses, graduate education
is completely specialized and
focuses on developing depth in
one subject. So it’s more likely
that graduate students will
cluster within their own departments, interacting only with
professors and other graduate
students within their own field.
The University should organize informal on-campus events
throughout the semester that
involve both undergraduate
and graduate students. These
events can be as low-cost and
easy to organize as a cookout
open to both groups and their
family members, or a casual
networking event that provides
free lunch. Since undergraduates make up the majority of
student life on campus, involving graduate students in our
community will go a long way
toward making GW feel more
like their home and less like an

impersonal classroom.
GW wouldn’t be the first
school to launch an initiative
like this. The University of
Wisconsin-Madison’s Student
Activity Center recently began
a program called Bonding Undergraduate and Graduate Students. The program is mainly
for undergraduates to get advice from older, more advanced
students and it helps them build
close relationships.
The University could adopt
a similar program here. But instead of setting it up as something only undergraduates can
benefit from, officials should
pitch it as something that will

Varun Joshi
Opinions Writer
benefit graduates as well. They
could meet undergraduates, feel
more connected on campus and
even learn potentially valuable
information.
Stanford University sociologist Mark Granovetter has
theorized that when it comes
to making connections, “weak
links” (acquaintances removed
from one’s social circle) tend
to be more useful than “strong
links” (family or close friends).
This is because your “strong
links” will have the same information that you already do,
while “weak links” can provide
a fresh perspective.
Since graduate students are
often extremely focused within
their departments, undergraduates could serve as their weak
links and vice versa, making
connections between the two
groups more valuable.
Undergraduate
students
would also benefit from the
bond. Those considering a
graduate program would have
invaluable connections to turn
to for advice regarding not only
academics, but also valuable internships and jobs.
Both graduates and undergraduates can provide each
other with new insights beyond
what either party can get on its
own. Integrating graduate students into the GW community
can’t hurt – it will bring benefits
for everyone.
—Varun Joshi, a senior doublemajoring in economics and math,
is a Hatchet opinions writer.

Student Association leadership needs to break new ground

A

t this point in the semester, most of the
student body is recovering from and
rejoicing in the end of midterm season,
reviewing their accomplishments – or lack
thereof – and planning out the next month until winter break.
But some students in particular should
take time to review their progress so far this
year is – including the leadership of the Student Association. The semester is almost over,
and so far, the student governing body’s leadership has accomplished much less than it’s
capable of and should set more ambitious
goals.
Dowd won the election in the spring with
more than half of the vote and a 15 percentage
point lead, which, coupled with her abundant
experience in the SA, gave the president-elect
a legitimate mandate to execute her vision.
Unfortunately, her vision was limited: Her
campaign platform included placing sexual
assault resources on the back of GWorld
cards, integrating the graduate student body
into the GW community, focusing on student
health and wellness and solving the perennial
4-RIDE problem that has been a mainstay of
SA campaigns since at least 2009.
These aren’t necessarily steps in the
wrong direction. But absent are the larger-
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than-life initiatives that defined past SA presidencies. Ashwin Narla fought for Gelman Library’s renovation in a push for more student
space, Julia Susuni fought for a relocation of
the student health center to campus and last
year, Nick Gumas pushed huge initiatives like
improvements to mental health services and
sexual assault prevention. So far this year, we
haven’t seen anything like that from Dowd.
Dowd told me she has three aspects of
student life she hopes to improve: health and
wellness, campus safety and “building GW’s
future.”

Andrew Costello
Opinions Writer
“It is our job to advocate for students,”
Dowd said. “It is not only important that students know their resource, but also that they
feel supported.”
Arguably, Dowd’s greatest accomplishment this year has been the peer support hotline. She told me she was very proud of the
new network, and views it as a key component of her legacy in supporting students with

an emphasis on health and wellness. However, it was Gumas that originally conceived
the idea and pushed it forward, so Dowd can’t
take all the credit.
The doable but non-essential proposals Dowd put forward, like improvements
to 4-RIDE and developing a new crime alert
system, may simply reflect that she’s realistic
about an SA president’s ability to actually effect significant change over just two semesters.
Dowd told me she prides herself on her
personal outreach efforts to students, and she
should be lauded for her efforts to maintain
a personal awareness of student issues firsthand. But it’s important that the outreach is
matched with results.
Our SA president has chosen good areas
in which to develop effective and beneficial
policies. However, she needs to break new
ground in some of these issues instead of
building upon established legacies.
Nonetheless, Dowd has accomplished
a good bit of what she has set out to do. She
has attempted to make the SA more accessible
through detailed newsletters describing efforts by the governing body on behalf of the
students, and has also led a switch to all digital
check-ins at the Colonial Health Center in an
effort to increase confidentiality. Dowd also
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successfully got campus safety resources onto
the backs of GWorld cards and she is working
with a computer science professor to work on
the 4-RIDE app.
In the end, the SA is a student governing
body that acts as a liaison between students
and officials. It’s essential that its leadership
not only sets the tone for discourse by promoting well-designed initiatives, but also that it
takes decisive actions to see those initiatives
enacted by the University.
Thus far, Dowd hasn’t put forward a clear
message or plan of action for the remaining
several months of the year. Dowd told me
that the legacy she wishes to leave is that of
a “student government that truly supports
students.” Although she has produced measurable changes to a number of services key to
student life, Dowd should go further.
There is more than a semester’s worth
of time between this administration and the
next. I hope that Dowd takes advantage of
that time and uses it to emulate the actions of
her predecessor, by having her initiatives be a
bridge on which her successor can follow, not
just a few stepping stones.
—Andrew Costello, a senior majoring in
political science and economics, is a Hatchet
opinions writer.
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GW for Hillary kicks off mock campaign to support Clinton
REGINA PARK
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

GW for Hillary is hoping
to kick off GW’s version of
the presidential candidate’s
bid with a bang.
Junior Madeline Beecher
said the student group will
run a mock version of the
Clinton campaign on campus, beginning with a video
release on Monday. Leaders
of the group say that GW for
Hillary will focus on spreading awareness of Clinton’s
platform to GW students,
organizing supporters and
sponsoring
events
like
phonebanking and canvassing trips to inspire more
students to support her campaign.
GW for Hillary will
launch the video online
featuring students who
support Clinton explaining
why they hope to vote for
her using one of the ofﬁcial
campaign hashtags, #ImWithHer.
“People around the

country, especially students,
have been organizing groups
of people posting #ImWithHer,” said Beecher. “In the
video we’ll be sharing why
we’re with her.”
The video will mimic the
ofﬁcial campaign, Hillary for
America, that launched in
April.
The University already
has ties to Clinton’s campaign. Ready for Hillary,
a super PAC dedicated to
demonstrating support for
Clinton and encouraging her
to run for president, was run
by a professor and several
students worked for the organization.
Beecher, who met Clinton this summer when she
interned at the campaign
headquarters in Brooklyn,
said Clinton had been her
“role model” since she was
young.
“When you think women
in politics, you think Hillary
Clinton. I’ve always wanted
to be involved in politics.
We are in an age now that
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GW for Hillary members, clockwise from right, junior Russell Bowman, senior Alex Barbieri,
junior Madeline Beecher, and seniors Lauren Pollack, Emily Englander and Paul Lisbon will
lead a mock version of Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign on campus starting this week.

ﬁnally women are getting
so involved and the [former
Secretary of State] has been
at the forefront of that ﬁght,”
said Beecher.
Beecher said she is in

talks with a campaign staffer
she met during her summer
internship to organize an
overnight trip to the Clinton
campaign in Iowa.
GW for Hillary’s seven

Senior fundraising campaign turns
to Greek life for donations
LAUREN GOMEZ & RYAN LASKER
HATCHET REPORTERS

Students in Greek life are being
asked to donate to more than just
chapter philanthropy events this year.
The Senior Class Gift campaign,
which is hoping to raise money from
62 percent of seniors this year, has speciﬁcally called on seniors involved in
Greek life to make contributions. And
because most Greek life members are
already committed to strengthening
their chapters, they could be key in
helping the campaign hit its highestever participation goal.
Juman Kekhia, the lead coordinator of the campaign, has tapped
campus leaders in different organizations to get the seniors in their groups
to make donations. She said that by
personalizing the campaign, she’ll be
able to get more students from different parts of the senior class to donate.
Kekhia said in an email that students involved in Greek life are “an
important part of the GW community

with strong ties to philanthropy” because Greeks members are already familiar with raising money for speciﬁc
causes through their annual philanthropy events.
“By reaching out to students
through the channel of Greek life and
their connection to their chapter, it
connects to them on a personal level,”
she said.
Seniors can put their donations to
any area on campus – like ﬁnancial
aid, the Alternative Breaks Program
or a student organization. Last year,
the campaign raised $128,000 from
about 60 percent of the senior class.
Roughly 30 percent of students participate in Greek life, and a new fraternity, Delta Sigma Phi, was added to
campus this year after Greek leaders
found that about half of students who
signed up to rush a fraternity did not
join one in 2014.
Keaton White, the president of the
Interfraternity Council, said in an
email that Greek chapters often use
donations to bring in guest speakers
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Interfraternity Council President Keaton White said donations to Greek chapters, like those through the Senior Class Gift campaign, can be used to bring
in speakers or fund scholarships.

and fund scholarships for students.
“Even small donations can make
a huge difference to student organizations like ours at GW, especially
when funding might be tight or when
we want to keep our dues affordable
for everyone,” White said.
White said he writes handwritten thank-you notes to all students
who donate to Greek organizations
“because their generous donations
actually do make a difference, big or
small.”
Mollie Bowman, the president
of the Panhellenic Association, said
Greek life members are willing to
give back to support the organizations that supported them through
their college years.
“For many students, Greek life is
what shaped their college experience.
And giving back to our organizations
through Senior Class Gift means providing meaningful programming,
potential scholarships and more to future members,” she said in an email.
Chapters already host major fundraising events on campus for other
causes. Last year, the Delta Tau Delta
fraternity raised $24,000 to support
a member’s family. Sigma Chi also
raked in a record-high $84,000 during
its annual philanthropy last October.
In April, Alpha Phi supported a student in the chapter with cancer and
raised $3,000.
Last year, Greek life leaders
planned the ﬁrst-ever Greek Day of
Service where all chapters take part in
community service events like painting murals around D.C., participating
in GW’s Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
of Service and organizing books at a
public library.
“We always talk about Greeks giving back, and this is one great way to
partner with the University to make
our community stronger for our future brothers and sisters,” Bowman
said.
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executive board members
are also reaching out to
members of Congress to
speak at GW and rally support for Clinton. Some of her
most well-known and earli-

est supporters in Congress
include Sen. Cory Booker, DN.J., and Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif.
Alex Barbieri, a senior
and the vice president of GW
for Hillary, said that student
campaigns like GW for Hillary could improve traction
for Clinton’s campaign.
“GW is a community of
25,000 students, the equivalent of a small town. Students on this campus have
the potential to have a real
impact on the outcome of the
elections,” Barbieri said.
Paul Lisbon, an executive board member specializing in multicultural
outreach and fundraising,
stressed the importance of a
Clinton campaign team considering GW’s location and
politically conscious student
body.
“As the most politically
active campus in the nation,
it would be insane for us not
to participate in what may be
the biggest race of our lives,”
Lisbon said.

IN BRIEF
Health faculty have large
presence at all-faculty
meeting
When it comes to determining participation in the University’s decision-making, health-related faculty made their
voices heard.
Most of the faculty who voted at last week’s all-faculty
meeting were from health-related schools, which have been
very vocal about including specialized faculty in GW’s
decision-making. That level of participation showed their
support for being included in the Faculty Senate.
Last Tuesday, 23 percent of faculty from across the University participated in an assembly to vote on including
non-tenured faculty in the Faculty Senate – a body that decides on policies for the University. Charles Garris, the chair
of the Faculty Senate’s executive committee, presented the
voteb totals from the assembly at Friday’s senate meeting.
The turnout of voters from the Milken Institute School of
Public Health had the highest percentage of faculty within a
school who registered as voters. Sixty percent of the school’s
faculty took part in the assembly.
Lynn Goldman, the dean of the public health school,
said at Friday’s senate meeting that because the number of
specialized faculty in the school is so high, it was obvious
that those faculty and their colleagues wanted to pass the
resolution to extend participation in the Faculty Senate to
specialized faculty.
“I am amazed by turnout of my faculty and faculty from
School of Medicine. I am very encouraged by that,” Goldman said during Friday’s meeting. “We’ve been trying to
make our faculty understand that senate and membership
in the faculty assembly is the highest order of service at the
University, and hopefully they want to take part.”

—Ellie Smith

Students in Paris are safe
Each of the 52 GW students studying abroad in Paris are
safe and accounted for, the University announced Saturday.
“We have communicated various resources for the students and have advised them to follow the direction of program coordinators on the ground, who are closely monitoring information from local law enforcement and the State
Department. We also will continue to closely monitor developments in France and be in touch with our students,”
the statement reads.
On Friday evening, the deadliest attacks in Europe since
the 2004 Madrid bombings occurred, BBC reported. A total of 129 people were killed in six attacks across the city,
including suicide bombings, and more than 350 people are
wounded, the New York Times reported.
GW Paris students are hosted at the Institut d’Etudes
Politiques de Paris, or Sciences Po, and the ESSEC Business
School. The Sciences Po campus, which closed on Saturday,
is located less than three miles from the Bataclan theatre,
where one of the attacks took place. Hostages were held
for about two hours and about 80 people were killed in the
sold-out concert hall.
Dean of Student Affairs Peter Konwerski said on Twitter
GW’s Ofﬁce of Study Abroad staff were “gathering info” at
8 p.m. EST Friday night. The University announce all students were safe at about 1 p.m. on Saturday.
The Metropolitan Police Department deployed additional law enforcement resources to French-owned sites and
other high-proﬁle locations in D.C., but said there was “no
imminent threat to the District” in a release Friday night.

—Jeanine Marie
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Student Association charged with tackling
on-campus costs
AISHVARYA KAVI
HATCHET REPORTER
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Officials are considering selling the Hall on Virginia Avenue,
which had been slated for renovations.

Graduate students
would lose residence
hall with HOVA sale
From Page 1
eight creative writing adjunct faculty members this
year because of missed
budget projections.
Parsons, who is a member of the Faculty Senate’s
ﬁnance committee, said he
is not surprised that GW is
considering selling the hall
because the University is in
a “serious bind ﬁnancially,”
after the planned fundraising for the Science and Engineering Hall fell through.
Last
fall,
ofﬁcials
changed their funding
plans for the $275 million
building after they failed to
fundraise as much for the
complex as they had hoped.
Subsidies on governmentsponsored research that
ofﬁcials hoped would also
help pay down the building’s costs have not yet
come in
“I think they’re in desperate shape,” Parsons
said. “We deﬁnitely have
been cutting back any service supports we can because of the massive debt
with which we have been
burdened.”
Anthony Yezer, an economics professor, said in an
email that the Hall on Virginia Avenue could be a ﬁnancial boon to GW, which
may be why ofﬁcials decide
not to keep it as a residence
hall.
“The University may
have decided that the property was too valuable to
use for graduate housing,”
Yezer said.
University spokesman
Kurtis Hiatt declined to say
whether any of the planned
renovations will continue
or how much the University is hoping it could make
from the sale of the building.
The capital budget,
which is used to pay for
construction
projects,
has also declined since
it peaked at nearly $480
million ﬁscal year 2013,
because ofﬁcials have
checked off major construction projects like new public health and engineering
buildings. The capital budget approved last spring
was a slight increase from
the year before, but about a
quarter of the size of previous budgets.
Chris Leinberger, the
chair of GW’s Center for

Real Estate and Urban
Analysis, said if GW does
sell the building, ofﬁcials
could put those funds toward other future projects.
“I suspect it depends
on what price this broker
comes up with that will
probably inﬂuence what
they’re going to do,” Leinberger said. “If they get a
lot of money out of this,
they can put it into some
other project.”
He said a buyer would
likely demolish and rebuild the building, but the
land would be attractive to
buyers because of its proximity to the Watergate Hotel and the Potomac River.

A potential selling
point
If the planned renovations were completed, the
state-of-the-art
building
could have been a selling
point for graduate students and junior faculty
members who might have
trouble affording to live
in one of the most expensive neighborhoods in the
country.
GW does not list any
residence options for faculty on its University Human
Resources website. City
schools like Northwestern
and Boston universities
offer faculty housing, and
New York University has
a speciﬁc Faculty Housing
Ofﬁce to match interested
faculty with rentals in its
Greenwich Village neighborhood.
As for students, the
University lists two options for graduate student
housing on its website.
First-year law school students as well as a “small
number” in other programs can apply to live in
the Aston, one of four residence halls GW spent $3
million to upgrade in 2012.
Hiatt said in an email
that GW will still offer
housing to graduate students and is exploring “options for additional faculty-in-residence housing.”
He said the University has
not yet determined if The
Aston on New Hampshire
Avenue will be renovated
next year as ofﬁcials will
decide that as part of next
ﬁscal year’s capital budget.
—Andrew Goudsward
contributed reporting.

Student senators have been
asked to address one of the most
most widely-discussed issues on
campus – affordability.
Earlier this month, Student Association Executive Vice President
Casey Syron asked each of the
SA’s committees to think of ways
to cut everyday costs for students.
The affordability initiative, Syron
said, is a new way for committees
to work together on a speciﬁc task
and end up with more direct and
potentially effective results.
Affordability was the highlight of Syron’s platform while
running for executive vice president. He said committees are
working on ideas like increasing
the number of affordable meals
available to students.
“If you look across our campus, some of the only affordable
options are a sandwich at Potbelly’s or a slice of pizza at Whole
Foods, and that gets really old,”
he said at a meeting last month.
“I really feel that, going forward,
we need to have a sustainable network to support the students who
can’t afford to go to the Whole
Foods hot bar every day.”
Sen. Thomas Falcigno, CCASU and chair of the SA’s leadership
committee, said the SA plans to
work with the University to ﬁgure
out the most effective ways to trim
costs.
“I think it’s our responsibility
as student advocates to make sure
that we can try to reduce those
costs and work with administration to basically say, ‘Listen, this
isn’t working for students. Let’s
ﬁgure out a way to make this better,’” Falcigno said.
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Student Association Executive Vice President Casey Syron has asked SA members to
brainstorm ways to cut costs for students.

He said that advocating for
affordability wouldn’t result in
huge impacts, like lowering the
cost of tuition, but more feasible
plans could include things like
ﬁnding cheaper textbook options
for popular political science classes.
Members of the SA also plan to
increase the number of affordable
meal options for students by asking local restaurants, like Chipotle
or Panera Bread, to offer cheaper
meals to students once a week.
Falcigno also pointed out that
applicants might consider tuition
when comparing universities, but
are often widely unaware of additional costs that he called “excessive” around GW, like the cost of
food in eateries near campus.
University President Steven
Knapp has prioritized affordability for students since arriving in

2006. He created a task force on
access and success two years ago,
which proposed a test-optional
admissions policy that ofﬁcials
adopted this summer. The SA endorsed the policy in its ﬁrst meeting this year.
Sen. Alyssa Weakley, SoB-U
and chair of the academic affairs
committee, also stressed the importance of making sure all students have the same access to resources.
“We also need to make sure
that these resources are advertised in a way that all students
are aware,” she said. “An example
of this is the statistic program
required of Scope and Methods
students, which is a $150 cost to
students in the class when there
are computer labs on campus that
could have been used.”

Students voice support for University
of Missouri protestors after upheaval
From Page 1
On GW’s campus, students have
held two demonstrations over the
last week and there was an outpouring of support for the safety of University of Missouri students across
social media.
On Friday afternoon, about 50
students, as well as the Director of
the Multicultural Student Services
Center Michael Tapscott, congregated in Kogan Plaza to hold a moment
of silence.
President of the Black Student
Union Leslie Ogu, who helped to
organize the silent protest, said the
silence, instead of chants or a march
around campus, was a way to create a space for one student at a time
to express his or her feelings in the
circle in which the group was gathered. Students were also encouraged
to shake hands and introduce themselves.
“We ﬁgured, ‘Why not have everyone come together and they have
that safe environment to speak out,
say anything they want to, and just
feel safe?’” Ogu said. “If you don’t
feel safe at your own school, where
can you go?”
Less than a year ago, about 30
protesters staged a “die-in” in the
same location to protest the grand
jury decision to not indict Darren
Wilson, the white police ofﬁcer who
killed unarmed black teenager Mi-

chael Brown in Ferguson, Mo. in August 2014.
Oshane Mcrae, a graduate student and a member of the Black Student Union, said organizing the rally
was a joint effort between that group
and the Black Men’s Initiative.
“We felt it was appropriate to
have some sort of community-building event where we could talk about
and show our support for the issues
going on the national level,” he said.
Kei Pritsker, a sophomore, said
he attended the silent rally because

he wanted to recognize that racism
is an issue that still needs to be discussed and acknowledged.
“Being here is an acknowledgment of the fact that racism still exists in this country and it still threatens people on a daily basis,” Pritsker
said. “And I think to be passive about
that or to say that it doesn’t necessarily happen here really just enables
that kind of behavior.”
—Regina Park and Crystel Sylvester
contributed reporting.
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Georgetown University senior Reuben Atkins, left, and freshman Serac McClenton,
right, participated in a sit-in at their president’s office last week, demanding name
changes to a residence hall.
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CINDY KAZA

MARY LAMBERT WITH
YOUTH SLAM TEAM

DC Improv

Nov. 18 • $20

U Street Music Hall

Hello from the other side. A
Nashville-based medium, Kaza
travels the country to help
audiences connect to the spirit
world.

THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

Nov. 18 • $20

You can now hear Mary Lambert’s
famous falsetto live. You might it
know from the chorus of Macklemore’s “Same Love.”

BOB MARLEY
DC Improv

Nov. 19 • $17

Sorry, reggae fans. This Bob Marley
specializes in stand-up comedy,
often seen on Comedy Central and
late-night television.

Nov. 17, 2008: After a four-year suspension, a recolonized Delta Tau Delta
initiates its first pledge class.

Modernized Renwick Gallery doubles as new student resource
VICTORIA SHERIDAN
& GRACE GANNON
CULTURE EDITORS

The brick-red exterior of
the Renwick Gallery on 17th
Street and Pennsylvania Avenue may appear the same
as it did two years ago before it closed for renovations,
but viewers entering into the
newly re-opened building
might be surprised by the
modernized interior.
For GW’s art and museum studies students, the
gallery, which showcases
both contemporary and classic American art, is a new resource, whether they want to
intern, work at the museum
through GW’s work-study
program or just learn more
about the history of art in
D.C.
The upgraded gallery
sets itself apart from the
many other museums in the
District with its opening exhibit, “WONDER,” which
features large-scale installations.
Bibiana Obler, an associate professor of art history,
said that she used to send her
students to the exhibits in the
gallery frequently and is eager to begin incorporating the
museum into her curriculum
again.
Obler said that a few
weeks after the opening,
she plans to take graduate
students in her seminar on
contemporary craft – one of
the largest collections in the
gallery – on a Renwick trip,
where she said they will be
speaking with exhibit curators in person.
“For me, the Renwick
is relevant to exactly what

I teach, so there are exhibitions that I will be sending
my students to since they relate to my classes,” she said.
She added that the walking
distance to the Renwick will
make classroom excursions
convenient.
With the WONDER exhibit, Obler’s class will see innovative installations – made
from commonplace materials like index cards, marbles,
wood and rubber tires – by
nine different contemporary
artists.
Per the museum guide,
the installations are meant to
turn the building itself into a
work of art and create a sense
of awe in the viewer when
they come across new art,
much like viewers felt in the
1800s when the building was
the only art museum in the
country.
One such installment,
entitled “Middle Fork (Cascades),” involves a large,
hollow, wooden sculpture in
the shape of a tree suspended
from the ceiling. Artist John
Grade made the structure
by creating a plaster cast of a
hemlock tree and then using
a half-million pieces of reclaimed cedar to form a new
tree with the same colors and
contours as the hemlock. The
piece takes up a whole room
in the gallery, with viewers
having to maneuver carefully
around the jutting branches.
Another
installation
spreads across the ceiling of
one of the larger rooms of the
gallery. Made of red, orange
and yellow knotted ﬁbers,
the net-like fabric is spread
out in a pattern that is meant
to mimic the map of energy
released during the Tōhoku

earthquake in Japan in 2011.
Obler also said that
through internships and
work-study programs at the
museum, the Renwick has
provided GW art students
with hands-on experience
curating.
This October, the Renwick
hired GW freshman Robert O’Shaughnessy through
GW’s work-study program.
O’Shaughnessy said he
mainly works on providing
technical support and expertise for events and concerts
put on at both the Smithsonian
American Art Museum and
now, the Renwick. A political
science major, O’Shaughnessy
said that, going into the workstudy job fair, he didn’t think
he would end up working at
a museum.
He changed his mind
when he found out that
through the program, he
could continue working on
the lighting skills he learned
while doing tech theater in
high school. He said working
at the Renwick has given him
a newfound appreciation for
art.
“I never studied art
history or did art but you
go in there and everything
is
breathtaking,”
O’Shaughnessy said. He added that he thinks that because
the Renwick is so close to
campus, it could draw in students who “maybe weren’t
into art before.”
On
opening
day,
O’Shaughnessy said he saw
several non-art major GW
students come in who were
“fascinated” by the new exhibit.
The Renwick Gallery also
has ties to the Corcoran Gal-
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The Renwick Gallery,
which sits near the White
House and was closed
for renovations the past
two years, will become a
resource for art students at
GW once again.

lery of Art. Originally entitled
“Corcoran’s Gallery of Art,”
James Renwick designed the
Renwick in 1859 to house
William Wilson Corcoran’s
private art collection and
display it publicly. GW took
over the Corcoran College of
Art + Design and its gallery
two years ago.

Kym Rice, the director
and chair of the museum
studies program at GW said
that the museum will be part
of the spring program. She
added that most of the students in her freshman seminar class knew about the reopening and were excited to

see it.
“We will deﬁnitely do
ﬁeld trips,” Rice said. “There
will probably be people who
will talk about it and just use
it as an example for the way
museums are changing their
programs and making them
more exciting.”

How to land your dream
internship
LIZ PROVENCHAR
HATCHET REPORTER

As the semester comes
to an end, it’s time to start
thinking about how to bulk
up your work experience this
summer. To navigate the internship application process,
we talked to hirers to get tips
for the most sought-after positions in the District.
KATIE CAUSEY | PHOTO EDITOR
Lindsay Williams from Theatre Mama, a performing arts marketing company, passes out flyers for
the Censored Women’s Film Festival in front of Kogan Plaza.

New film festival spotlights
women’s rights
DANA PILOTTI
HATCHET REPORTER

On Nov. 19 and 20, you can experience the stories of women from across
the globe, without leaving the Marvin
Center.
At the ﬁrst-ever Censored Women’s
Film Festival, ﬁlmmakers and activists
are coming together to screen movies
about discrimination against women, all
of which have been previously censored.
The ﬁlms feature marginalized and
abused women to spark conversations
about gender issues.
GW’s Global Women’s Institute, an
on-campus organization that seeks to
empower women through education,
policy and outreach, will host the event.
Tickets are available online now and are
free for students.
The festival will show ﬁlms highlighting human rights issues such as female genital mutilation, child marriages
and honor killings, when a woman is
murdered as a way of restoring honor
to a family after she has done something
wrong.
Chelsea Ullman, a policy associate at
GWI, said in an email that showcasing
the ﬁlms at a university can engage students in such issues.
“Violence against women and girls
is a global problem,” she said. “Film is
a powerful way to initiate discussions
which can spark social change.”
For example, the ﬁlm “Honor Diaries,” about women’s rights advocates
with connections to Muslim-majority societies, received a negative reaction from
the Council on American-Islamic Rela-

tions, who called anyone who speaks
out about hardships women face in the
Middle East “Islamophobic.”
Other ﬁlms at the festival include
“India’s Daughter,” “The Cruel Cut” and
“Persepolis,” all of which highlight different women’s issues around the world
like rape, female genital mutilation and
women’s oppression in Iran.
Voices for Choices, a pro-choice
group on campus, shares the ﬁlm fest’s vision for shining a light on women’s rights
issues. Samantha Kovacs, the group’s copresident, explains that it’s not just about
giving voices to the voiceless.
“It’s about ensuring they have opportunities to speak on their experiences
and give their opinions and contribute to
society in the way that other groups already can,” she said in an email. “Looking at it from a campus perspective,
student groups – women’s groups and
beyond – are active in making campus
better, safer and a place more conducive
to learning.”
The ﬁlmmakers featured are also focused on getting women’s issues seen
and heard, but the attention they have
received has not been all positive.
Paula Kweskin, human rights attorney and writer and producer of “Honor
Diaries,” was “disappointed” by the
backlash her ﬁlm received from the
Council for American–Islamic Relations.
“They did not object at all to the concept of the ﬁlm,” she said. “Their issue
was with the ﬁlmmakers, so I guess their
issue was with me. And it’s just uncontrivable to criticize a ﬁlm that focuses on
women’s rights and human rights. There
should never be any censorship when it
comes to these issues.”

Don’t be afraid of basic
tasks

Jaimie Matthews, a 2011
graduate of GW’s Master of
Education program, is the
senior manager for programs
and operations at the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce.
Matthews said that, as an
intern, you should be willing
to take on some of the least
glamorous jobs and responsibilities.
“You may have to do
administrative tasks. That’s
just the name of the game. I
have been here for ﬁve years
and I have been in the workforce for almost 10 years now,
and I still do administrative
things on a pretty regular
basis,” Matthews said. “Getting outside of that mindset
of, ‘I’m too good to do that’
or, ‘I didn’t go to college so
that I could make copies’ is
important.”

Show that you’re
passionate

Matthews believes that if
yoMatthews says that if you
are passionate about a project, you will work harder on
it. That’s why when looking
through internship applications, he looks for people
who show interest.
“One of the ﬁrst questions that I ask the person is,
“What do you know about
our organization?” and if
they say, ‘Not much,’ then
that doesn’t really tell me that
they’re actually interested in
the position,” Matthews said.
Matthews said that students who have background
knowledge about their internship sites – like past and
current projects at the Chamber of Commerce that they
ﬁnd interesting – stand out to
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Want to intern on Capitol Hill this summer? Show your enthusiasm and don’t shy away from basic tasks.

her the most.

Practice your people
skills

Paige Kulie, the clinical
research supervisor at GW
Medical Faculty Associates,
reads hundreds of applications each time an internship
is available.
Kulie said that even in a
research-based
internship,
people skills, like empathy
and patience, are extremely
important.
“We like to look for a
demonstration of people
skills or some experience
in the past on their resume
where they would have built
people skills because they
have a lot of interaction with
patients,” she said.

Act like an adult
Venus Filali,
sistVenus Filali,
sistant for Rep.
Clark, D-Mass.,

a staff asa staff asKatherine
said that

her internship “horror stories” have involved students who were not able to
act like professionals in the
ofﬁce.
“I’ve had an intern actually hang up on a constituent they did not want to
talk to anymore, say things
like, ‘Duh’ or, ‘Nevermind,
you wouldn’t understand,’
when a constituent asked
for an explanation on the
Congresswoman’s views,”
Filali said. “They were let
go immediately.”

Don’t be afraid to be
different

She added that congressional internships aren’t
just for political science majors.
“I also, personally, look
for diversity in my interns,”
she said. “That might just
be me, but I don’t want all
political science majors.”
–Sucharita Mukherjee contributed reporting.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL
vs. No. 6 Virginia
7:30 p.m. • Monday
GW looks to avenge
a 59–42 2014 loss to
the ACC powerhouse
Cavaliers.

NUMBER
CRUNCH

8

VOLLEYBALL A-10
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Friday-Sunday
With a homecourt
advantage, the Colonials will
try for their first postseason
title since 2000.

Number of combined overtime victories by men’s and women’s
soccer during the 2015 season.

Club field hockey vies for
varsity status
NORA PRINCIOTTI
SPORTS EDITOR

On Oct. 4, the club field hockey team
had a scrimmage scheduled against
UMBC. The Retrievers, however, didn’t
show up. This usually happens at least
once each year but, since the team is not
a varsity program, there isn’t much they
can do about it.
Over the last few years, club field
hockey has gone from a team struggling
with high attrition rates to one with about
40 members, too many to use in a game.
Now, a few members are trying to make
sure that they get the nod next time GW
decides to add a varsity program, even
though they likely would never get to
play for it.
“We have never been better as a team
and we just want to take it one step further,” junior Sydney Mann, club field
hockey president last year and through
this fall, said. “Even though that step isn’t
very small, it’s still one step further.”
Sports sponsorship is evaluated as
part of the athletic strategic plan. The
current plan was adopted in 2012 and involved adding a varsity sailing program
to GW’s 21 other varsity sports offerings.
The plan spells out the department’s
strategy through 2017, when a new plan
will be enacted which could include adding a sport.
Though the enthusiasm is there from
the players, athletic director Patrick Nero
said there is no reason right now to see the
club field hockey team as a front-runner
because the committee that will evaluate
which sports GW should or should not
have is just being formed.
“Field hockey has some unique factors on the positive side and it has some
unique factors on the negative side, but
we’re nowhere near the point where we
would look and say what are the sports
we’ll look at,” Nero said.

Making a team

The group to pick a team includes
alumni, some of the former athletes,
and Board of Trustees members as well
as select individuals outside the athletics world with a particular connection to
GW, like Director of Admissions Karen
Stroud Felton.
Any decision made has to comply
with the federal anti-discrimination law
Title IX, meaning that the ratio of male
student athletes to female student athletes must mirror enrollment. Nero said
that the athletic department and the strategic plan committee look at admissions
projections to figure out what they should
do.
Nero said that committee would
start meeting within the next three to six
months and focus on setting the factors
that will guide their selection process,
weighting potential admissions draw,
current roster numbers, ability to be competitive and the level of resource commitment. Any potential additions will be
evaluated, as will the group of currently
sponsored teams.
“In order for us to sponsor a team,
we have to feel strongly that they can
have competitive success and right now
we define competitive success as within
their conference or our market basket of
schools,” Nero said.
Other potential candidates could run
the gamut from men’s lacrosse to women’s rugby to something more obscure
but potentially less costly, like rifling.

A varsity field hockey team, however,
would need an Astroturf field to host
games and practice on. GW currently
has a turf field, but not Astroturf, and it
is already in high demand. The field is
used by both soccer teams and women’s
lacrosse on the varsity level, as well as
several club programs, including field
hockey. The University has not been able
to get a license approved to add lights to
the field on the Mount Vernon Campus
which means that teams have to compete
for daylight hours.

A play for the future

The motivation, particularly for Mann
and sophomore social chair Cameryn
Lonsway, isn’t necessarily to play on a
varsity team themselves. They know that
would come certainly after they graduate. But they’ve seen the program grow
around them and want to do something
to cement that change.
The team currently schedules 10
games and tournaments during the fall
season, though the National Field Hockey League they are part of only requires
seven. Members pay dues of $100 in the
fall and $75 in the spring. This fall, the
team finished 3–5–1 with a league rank
of 30, including a 5–0 win over American
and a 6–0 win over Johns Hopkins.
It was Lonsway who emailed Nero
earlier this fall, initially asking questions,
and at his invitation met with him in his
office. She said that because of the strategic plan committee’s meeting schedule,
Nero and his advisers suggested she get
back in touch after winter break when
more progress has been made.
“It would be really cool to be one of
the first people who started it at GW,”
Lonsway said. “Obviously at first I was
thinking how incredible it would be to be
on the first D-I field hockey team at GW
but even if that doesn’t happen, now the
idea’s in my head and I don’t really want
to let it go.”
If the sport was chosen to be bumped
up, Lonsway could have the opportunity
to play with the varsity team during a
transition year. Nero said that GW and
the Atlantic 10, in theory, would have to
evaluate any individual case to decide
whether or not the team was ready for a
full A-10 slate of games, but if a team is
eligible for NCAA tournaments they are
typically eligible for league tournaments
as well. The A-10 does sponsor field hockey.
The players say that the plan would
be to continue fielding a club team, but
that having a varsity team would be a
draw for people to come to GW and that
a few select players on the team now
would likely want to play at the varsity
level.
It would help take the team, bolstered
in size by an aggressive social media
presence and practicing up to five times
each week, out of the limbo of attracting
skilled players, particularly from the prep
schools in New England that are often
feeders for GW, but still struggling to get
its own set of goalie gear and having opponents no-show for games.
And it would also give players like
Lonsway, who said she told the athletic
department that she would “do anything” necessary, a chance to leave an imprint on a team that has left one on her.
“I love field hockey. Anything field
hockey, that’s what I want to get involved
in,” Lonsway said. “If I can make that
difference and make that happen that’s
something that I would be proud of.”
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Sophomore Cameryn Lonsway met with athletic director Patrick Nero earlier this fall
to discuss the pros and cons of adding a varsity field hockey team to GW’s sports
offerings.

Read our preview of men’s
basketball against No. 6 Virginia
online at gwhatchet.com
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Sophomore Oliver Curry had the highest efficiency rate of any player on the men’s soccer team
this year, earning a point every 55 minutes on the pitch.

Unscouted by Division I
schools, Curry excels at GW
From Page 1
on to Division I,” Curry said. “So happily
it worked out. It worked out great. I have no
regrets.”
After his success freshman year, Curry had
more confidence that he would be able to contribute to the team going forward, until he suffered a hamstring injury – his fourth, but first
in college – at the beginning of the season.
He missed a month, including the team’s
West Coast road trip at the beginning of
the summer where his parents could have
watched him play, but was able to come back
in good form. Curry played in 12 games, starting two, and was still fourth best on the team in
points. On a per-minute basis, he was the most
efficient player on the team, notching a point
for every 55 minutes he spent on the field.
“I think this year, you know he probably
would have liked to have played more min-

utes, but when he does play he’s a threat,”
Jones said.
He hopes to play professionally, though he
knows the odds are even slimmer than making
it at the D-I level. Curry has wanted to go pro
since he started kicking a ball at age five, but
the dream began to feel more possible when he
made it to GW.
He knows the odds are slim, though, so every minute Curry does play, he says he enjoys
more because it might not have happened at
all.
“Thinking about it from the perspective of
maybe being somewhere else, or maybe being
at another level and then realizing that I’m at
this incredibly high level now, makes me that
much more thankful and that much more hungry for success,” Curry said. “So, yeah, even
just before the games when I’m walking into
the locker room I’m thinking to myself, ‘Wow,
look at how you got here look at what you’ve
done. Just keep working hard.’”

